
5 more free
live-sound tools for all 
 StudioLive™  mixer owners
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Instantly check and confirm all outputs

Set rear- and sidefill speaker delay automatically

Set rear and side fill speaker delay automatically

Set rear and side fill speaker delay automatically

Set rear and side fill speaker delay automatically

Compensate for room acoustics and tune your PA

Identify and quash feedback frequencies fast

Visualize and adjust instruments’ tonal balance

w w w . p r e s o n u s . c o m

ROOM
ANALYSIS

SYSTEM
DELAY

OUTPUT✔

And 5 more reasons that our competition isn’t as useful for real-world live mixing.
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time difference simultaneous sound arrivals
with rear

output
 delayed

No more frantic last-minute cable and 
equipment checks. Smaart Output Check 
Wizard instantly identifies all main  
and aux outputs in advance.

Extra speakers make you sound better 
but they must be precisely  
delayed. Smaart System Delay 
Wizard calculates it in seconds  
and sets the StudioLive. 

Smaart Room Analysis Wizard  
“shoots the room” with pink noise  
so you can create a profile that lets  
your PA system sound its best.

Superimposed over all the graphic 
EQs on your StudioLive, Smaart  
Spectrograph instantly identifies  
feedback frequencies.

Smaart RTA shows you frequency-
energy distribution so you can 
make instruments and vocals 
sound their best.



StudioLive™ gets Smaart®

What is Smaart®?

Who is Rational Acoustics?

Rational Acoustics was 
launched in 2008 with the 
specific purposes of ensur-
ing the continued devel-
opment of the Smaart 
measurement platform 
and substantially enhanc-
ing the educational efforts 
and support that back it.

In the mid 1990s, the 
laptop computer finally 
became powerful enough 
to run the mathemati-
cal algorithms lurking in 
those expensive hardware/ 
DSP-based, dual-channel 
analyzers. In 1995, Smaart 
was born.

Over the next 17 years, 
Smaart software  continually 
developed and evolved, 
leveraging the growth of 
computer-processing power 
and the refinement of audio 
gear.

Rational Acoustics has 
expanded their collective 
experience, understanding, 
and techniques for apply-
ing these measurement 
technologies to the sound-
reinforcement industry.

Now shipping with
Universal Control 1.7

Smaart for StudioLive is a subset of 
Rational Acoustics’ highly-acclaimed 
Smaart v7 measurement and analysis 
program ($899 retail), used by most 
live-sound touring professionals.

Smaart helps you solve the acoustic 
problems that plague any performance. It 
gives you the ability to see and change the 
acoustics of your venue in real time—so 
your PA system is tuned to work with the 
room instead of fighting it.

Smaart is another 
example of how 
PreSonus® inte-
grates hardware and 
software to make your life 
easier in ways our competitors 
can only dream of. And offers it free 
to all StudioLive owners. 

Smaart is exclusive to PreSonus’ 
StudioLive. Just download it as part of 
Universal Control 1.7 and activate Virtual 
StudioLive on any PC or Mac laptop. 

What is Universal Control?

Universal Control 1.7

UNIVERSAL CONTROL 1.7

Virtual StudioLive
PERMISSIONS

StudioLive
Remote
for iPad

QMix for
iPhone /

iPod touch

SMAART®

Spectragraph

RTA

Room Analysis

System Delay

Output Check

Please face the blackboard and take notes. You’ll be 
tested on this.

Universal Control 
is the  PreSonus 
software that 
handles interac-
tion between your 
Mac® or PC and your 
 StudioLive mixer. 

Built into Univer-
sal Control is Virtual 
StudioLive (VSL), our mixer remote-con-
troller/editor/ librarian, QMix™ for iPhone, 
and StudioLive  Remote for iPad®. Built 
into VSL are Smaart analysis tools. 

The three Smaart Wizards all work 
on an iPad via StudioLive Remote so 
you can use them from anywhere in the 
venue or sanctuary.

 Output Check System Delay Room Analysis Spectragraph RTA

16.0.2 N/A N/A N/A ✔ ✔

16.4.2 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

24.4.2 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔



StudioLive™ gets Smaart® Now shipping with
Universal Control 1.7

Click on a 
button to send 
a pink noise 
burst to that 
output.
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Ten minutes before the perfor-
mance or service, the drummer 
complains that there’s noth-
ing coming out of the monitor 
or in-ear. What follows is ten 
minutes of scrambling around 
checking aux routings, vol-
ume levels, cables, and on/off 
switches.

Output Check Wizard solves 
these problems by momentarily 
taking over routing and volume 
control of all outputs, including 
mains, auxes, and subgroups. 
Click on an output button in the 
Wizard to send three seconds of 
pink noise to the output. Repeat 
where necessary.

Note that there’s a pink-noise 
level control to avoid unpleasant 
surprises.

Smaart Output Check 
can’t plug cables in or turn 
the drummer’s in-ear back 
on but it CAN make things 
a lot easier. 

How do Smaart Wizards work with StudioLive?

Run Wizards from an iPad

Smaart Room Analysis, 
System Delay, and  
Output Check Wizards
are built into Virtual Stu-
dioLive (VSL), our mixer 
control system for Mac 
and Windows®, which in 
turn is part of Universal 
Control 1.7.

You can also run the 
Wizards from StudioLive 
Remote for iPad!

Just click the Smaart 
icon and pick a Wizard.

Each Wizard will give 

you step-by-step 
instructions for hardware 

setup (such as position-
ing a measurement 
microphone) and 
clickable option and 
sequential buttons. 

No other compact 
digital mixer offers free 

tools to help you opti-
mize your PA system EQ 
and rear-speaker delay. 
Only PreSonus Studio-
Live.

Just click Go Remote in 
VSL.

Instantly check and confirm all outputs

Smaart Output Check Wizard1



StudioLive™ gets Smaart® Now shipping with
Universal Control 1.7

System Delay Wizard lets two sets of speakers play nice together.

time difference simultaneous sound arrivals
with rear

output
 delayed

Pink noise, a measurement mic and Smaart System
Delay Wizard automatically

calculate and set delay.

time difference simultaneous sound arrivals
with rear

output
 delayed

Pink noise, a measurement mic and Smaart System
Delay Wizard automatically

calculate and set delay.

Using multiple sets of speakers (instead 
of just relying on a front-of-
house-only PA) can make a huge 
improvement in sound quality.

But you can’t just hook up 
more speakers. Because electricity travels a 
lot faster than sound, listeners in the back 
of a venue are going to get one immediate, 
and one delayed, sound arrival. Listeners in 
the back hear a sonically-smeared image 
from someplace besides the stage. Your 
great mix turns to mud.

To compensate, you need to delay the 
signal going to the 
rear speakers, a 
feature already built 

into StudioLive 24.4.2 and 16.4.2 mixers’ 
subgroup outputs. But until now, the only 
way to take advantage of it was trial and 
error.

Smaart System Delay Wizard is an 
automated process that calculates and sets 
the correct delay time for a secondary 
(side- or rear-fill) speaker system. Set up a 
measurement microphone in the rear of the 
venue and run the Wizard; it sends  
pink noise through both sets of speakers 
and compares how long it takes for the 

sound to arrive at the 
mic. Then it auto-
matically sets rear/

side system delay.
No trial and error tweaking or laborious 

calculations. It just works! 

Set rear- and sidefill speaker delay automatically

Smaart System Delay Wizard2
time difference simultaneous

with rear
output

 delayed

What’s Pink Noise?

To use System Delay and Room 
Analysis Wizards, you‘ll need a 
calibrated measurement micro-
phone. They’re not expensive. 
Everybody sells ‘em, including 
PreSonus. 

It’s a uniform, “neutral” test sound that the hu-
man ear perceives as having the same loudness 
at all frequencies. Pink noise contains equal 
energy at all audible frequencies. It sounds sort of 
like the roaring sound you might remember from 
analog  televisions when there was only “snow” 
on the screen. But deeper-sounding.

When you measure pink noise with a genuine, 
 calibrated measurement microphone that has a flat 
frequency response, any variations are caused by 
the room, the PA, and how you set the mixer. 



StudioLive™ gets Smaart® Now shipping with
Universal Control 1.7

Smaart Room Analysis Wizard

Compensate for room acoustics and tune your PA

3

More VSL Smaart®s for StudioLive™ mixers

Why do you  
need to  analyze 
acoustics in 
a club, hall, or 
sanctuary?

Before

In the above trace, you see a room that reproduces midrange 
frequencies extremely well. This can make for a muddy show 
and a lack of intelligibility.

Connect a measurement 
microphone to the mixer and 
“shoot” pink noise through 
your PA. The Room Analysis 
Wizard guides you through 
all the steps of creating a 
 frequency-response 
trace of your room 
acoustics.  

It’s overlaid on one of the Fat 
Channel parametric EQs in 
Virtual StudioLive so you can 
make adjustments.

After you’ve tweaked the 
parametric EQ, rerun the 
Wizard so see the results of 
your adjustments. Repeat 
until you’re satisfied with the 
new improved trace.

You have your choice 
of  Basic Analysis (single 
measurement) or  Advanced 

(average of three 
measurements, 
like the pros do). 

Because the room is  
 affecting your PA’s 
sound! 
And you can fix it.
In a live environment, 
the room is rarely de-
signed to maximize the 
listening experience. 
Music venues, church-
es, and meeting halls 
are often chosen for 
location or architectural 
aesthetics, rather than 
music reproduction. 
Your PA system has an 
uphill battle from the 
moment you set it up.
Room Size and Shape. 
Each room naturally 

boosts some 
bass frequen-
cies and cuts 
others. For 
example, 
because a 50 
Hz wave is 

about 22.6 feet long, a 
room that’s 45 feet on 
the diagonal is going to 
reproduce low frequen-

cies more 
effectively 
than a 
room that 
is 15 feet 

on the diagonal.
But a room that’s 90 
feet on the diagonal and 
has a ceiling 40 feet up 
in the clouds, is going 
to easily accommodate 
that 22.6-foot-long 
bass wave—and then 
start bouncing it back 

and forth off the walls 
and off that lofty ceil-
ing. This effect causes 
big bass impulses to 
reinforce themselves 

into what are 
called stand-
ing waves that 
slosh back and 

forth, rein-
forcing 
certain 
frequen-
cies and 

cancelling others.

Construction. Low-
frequency waves are 
powerful enough to 
cause the walls, ceiling, 
and even the floor to 
flex and move. This is 
called diaphragmatic 
action, and it dissipates 
energy and strips away 
low-end definition.

Reflectivity. Another 
way a room interacts 
with sound waves is 
through reflectivity. 
The more hard surfaces 
there are, the more 

sound reverberates. 
That’s okay for a choir 
in an old cathedral, but 
for bands, it can be like 
playing in big shower 
room.

Now multiply these 
factors by the fact that 
many of us play in a lot 
of different venues 
(each with inherent 
characteristics, and 
thus, problems) and you 
can understand the 
need for analysis.



After

After three filters have been ap-
plied, you can see those midrange 
frequencies have been tamed, and 
the system now reproduces more 
evenly across the frequency range, 
while retaining the high-freqency 
roll-off at 4 kHz for maximum vocal 
intelligibility. 

More VSL Smaart®s for StudioLive™ mixers

Why not a totally “flat” trace?

music playback

music concert rock concert

speech intelligibility

You might think that the goal is “flat frequency response” 
but it’s not. We want to create a trace that tunes the PA 
system for the type of live performance you’re mixing 
— and none of these traces are flat. Most have a well-
managed, precisely-placed bass boost. Note that even a 
trace for maximum speech intelligibility has a reduction 
of high frequencies. 

A classical concert doesn’t require as much bass as an 
electro-dance rave. A sales presentation or speech has 
different requirements than a Sunday worship service, and 
within the service, the music and sermon sound better with 
different traces.

The point is to use room analysis to discover how the 
room is behaving—then 
compensate with Studio-
Live Fat Channel para-
metric EQ to enhance the 
program material.

Smaart Spectrograph

Identify and quash feedback frequencies fast
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What is            Smaart® Spectrograph?

Frequency

Tim
e

Frequency

Tim
e

Many audio signals that are en-
countered in the field are highly 
dynamic: Musical signals, speech, 
and even environmental noise 
contain significant 
changes in spectral 
content as a func-
tion of time.

While the clas-
sic RTA spectrum 
display is useful for 
viewing the time-
averaged spectral 
content of a signal, 
a “3D” display 
technique is required to enable the 
analysis of the incoming frequency 

spectrum over time.
The Spectrograph fulfills this re-

quirement, providing a three-dimen-
sional view of the incoming signal: 

energy versus 
frequency ver-
sus time. The 
spectrograph 
can be thought 
of as a record 
of multiple 
RTA spectra, 
captured over 
time, with color 
representing 

amplitude. The spectral content 
of the input signal is recorded as it 

changes over time, allowing the user 
to view and analyze time-varying 
trends in the input. signal.

In Smaart, this graph is funda-
mentally governed by setting the 
threshold level at which data begins 
to appear on the graph. 

When a frequency band in the 
spectrum is over the lower thresh-
old, it shows up on the plot, start-
ing with a dark blue color at lower 
levels, through green, yellow, orange 
and red with higher level – even-
tually showing up as white if the 
level reaches or exceeds the upper 
threshold.



How do I adjust the Spectragraph?

Getting rid of feedback

Feedback has been stinging ears 
since the first PA speaker systems  
appeared. You get rid of it by reducing 
the offending frequency band—which 
is way easier said than done. 

There have been all sorts of automat-
ic suppression circuits, none of which 
work very well. The age-old solution 
is to just “know by experience” which 
frequency needs reduction.

For those of us who aren’t lifelong 
sound engineers, this is not easy. 
Besides, even if you cut the primary 
feedback frequency, other factors 
can still cause feedback at one of its 
harmonic frequencies, so you’re playing 
“feedback whack-a-mole.”

In the Spectrograph, feedback shows 
up as a vivid white streak moving up the 
display stream.

All you need to do is reduce the 
corresponding 31-band GEQ slider to 
instantly kill the feedback.

This makes getting rid of feedback 
easy to even the most inexperienced 
volunteer. It works with aux monitor 
mixes and floor wedges. It works with 
PA mains. It’s far better than other 
feedback-suppression methods. 

And needless to say, it makes “ring-
ing out” the system during setup ultra 
fast and easy.

All StudioLive GEQs are Smaart

16.4.2: One stereo and 6 mono 31-band graphic 
equalizers. Stereo GEQ available on main out-
puts only; mono GEQs available on each of the 6 
aux outputs only.

24.4.2: Eight 31-band GEQs, assignable in four 
stereo pairs to main outputs, aux outputs, sub-
group outputs, mono or stereo operation.
16.0.2: One stereo 31-band graphic equalizer 

preset as a stereo pair on main outputs only.

The key to creating a useful 
spectrograph is to set the 
dynamic range for the display.

Set the range too wide and 
the display loses definition, 
and important features may 
get lost. Set it too narrow or the 
lower threshold too high and 
data might get missed alto-
gether.

One of the powerful new 
Smaart v7 features incorpo-
rated into StudioLive is the 
Threshold Adjustment Handles 
on the left axis of RTA and 
Spectrograph plots. You can 
adjust spectrograph thresholds 
dynamically – in real time—
without having to reacquire the 
data.



StudioLive™ gets Smaart® Now shipping with
Universal Control 1.7

The real- time analyzer, or RTA, is a familiar 
tool to audio professionals. By adjusting the 
scale, a user is able refine their measure-
ment’s resolution and responsiveness to fit 
the task at hand.

Smaart RTA can provide you with a view 
of the long-term spectrum of a signal. A tra-
ditional measure of the “spectral signature” 
of the input signal, Smaart RTA’s one-third-
octave display shows an average of a musical 

performance over time. This technique is 
useful for capturing a stable measure of the 
continuous noise level in a room. 

But its main creative function is to give you 
a picture of an instrument’s tonal range. Does 
that lead guitar sound “honky”? Why does the 
snare sound so harsh? When you can see the 
tonal makeup, you can change the miking or 
EQ and get it sounding the way you want. 

w w w . p r e s o n u s . c o m

in just two mouse clicks 

with Capture™ (included)

Record multitrack

with Rational Acoustics’ 

Smaart® Spectrograph  

(included)

Kill feedback fast

with Virtual StudioLive™ for 

Mac and PC (included)

Full laptop control

with Studio One Artist™  

DAW (included)

Edit and produce

with  

SL Remote™

  (free 
down-
load)

iPad® mix control

with QMix™  

(free download)

iPhone® monitor-mix control

with Rational Acoustics’ 

Smaart® Room Analysis

Wizard (included)

Fix room acoustics

with Rational Acoustics’ 

Smaart® System Delay

Wizard (included)

Set speaker delay

with Rational Acoustics’ 

Smaart® Output Check

Wizard (included)

Verify outputs fast

Upload out of Studio One  

 to your free Nimbit® Facebook

store (included)

Promote & sell songs
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Smaart Real Time Analyzer

Visualize and adjust instruments’ tonal balance

5

Usefulness. No other brand even comes close to StudioLive.


